Shuffle Tech Modes of Operation
Normal mode: When power is applied, the red / green LEDs will flash for 2 seconds. If there are any cards in
the center tray or the presentation tray the LED will light yellow to indicate cards in machine are in unknown
state.
The shuffler is now ready. Place cards in center tray and press - release either 3 or 7. The green LED will flash
during this time. Cards will shuffle and, when done, will either raise the cards to the top or dispense to the
presentation tray (PT) depending on mode switch on bottom of unit.
When in PT mode if no tray is present the shuffler will wait 10 minutes for reinsertion of an empty tray. The
green LED continues to flash at this time. After 10 minutes OR pressing either button will raise the cards to the
top. When cycle is complete the green LED will illuminate. When the cards are removed the LED goes off. If
another deck is shuffled when there are cards in the PT, the shuffler will wait for the tray to be removed and
reinserted empty to finish dump to PT.
Auto mode: This mode can be entered only after power up and after the red / green LEDs stop flashing. Also no
cards can be in the center tray. Choose which mode (3 or 7) and press AND hold that button. The red LED will
flash rapidly for 5 seconds then the green LED will flash for 2 seconds. You can release the button as soon as the
green LED starts flashing. The machine is now in auto mode. Place cards in the center tray. The green LED will
flash briefly and the cycle will start. When done the shuffler works identical to the normal mode.
Auto mode can be discontinued by pressing both buttons simultaneously. The green LED will flash then turn off.
Diagnostics mode: Be sure there are no cards in the left, right or center trays. This mode will test all functions of
the shuffler. This mode can be entered only DURING power up when the red / green LEDs are flashing. Press
and hold button 7 when red /green LEDs are flashing. Red will flash rapidly for 5 seconds then green will flash.
Release the button when green flashes. Continuing to hold the button will cause a stuck button error and the
mode will be cancelled. Shuffler is now in diagnostics mode.
Cycle mode: This mode can be entered only DURING power up when the red / green LEDs are flashing. Press
and hold button 3 when red/green are flashing. Red will flash rapidly for 5 seconds then green will flash. Release
the button when green flashes. Continuing to hold the button will cause a stuck button error and the mode will be
cancelled. Shuffler is now in cycle mode. Cards will be shuffled continuously until unit is turned off.
Shuffle Cycles: When the "3" cycle is selected the shuffler will execute the following actions:
1. Cut: 1/2 cards go to right tray, half to left tray.
2. Riffle: Both left and right trays are sent to the center tray.
3. Repeat 1 & 2.
4. Strip: Cards are sent randomly to left and right trays. The first card is sent to the right tray. This cycle
also attempts to send the last card to the right. Then all cards in the right tray followed by all cards in left
are sent to center tray.
5. Repeat 1 and 2.
When "7" cycle is selected the shuffler will repeat the above steps.

